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DREAMS LUXURY SUITES Editorial 

There are certain things that someone must have done at least once in a lifetime…Fall madly 

in love, drink beyond possible with friends, and many more. The well known to everyone 

“bucket list”. 

Going to Santorini, watching the sun set in the Aegean, is definitely amongst the ten first. 

The reason is one and one alone. If you have not experienced the energy and magic of this 

particular island, most probably you will never fully understand the true meaning of these 

two words. 

At Dreams Traditional Luxury Suites you will find a unique combination of the energy of the 

island with personalized services. And when they say personalized, they mean it! If you ever 

manage to surpass the awe you feel while looking the view over Caldera, when you arrive at 

the hotel, you move on to the reception, where you are given the key to one of the four cave 

stone suites. And after that you are entering a unique experience beyond your 

dreams…every suite has a different color code style, private pool or Jacuzzi, cozy bedrooms 

where the mattress literally embraces your body, giving the word sleep a brand new 

meaning, while the hotel staff will ask you what would you like to have during breakfast and 

at what time (meanwhile breakfast can be served until 12:30 noon, so you can take your 

time waking up). In your private balcony you can enjoy fresh coffee, freshly squeezed juice, 

omelets, amongst a wide selection of delicious nibbles accompanied by champagne. 

For the staff and management of Dreams it is not considered luxury but an everyday reality. 

If you visit the place as a honeymooner, the scenery changes. Rose petals in your bed, 

flowers everywhere in the room, champagne and fruits welcome the newlyweds. 

At night a true art-de-la-table can await you in your balcony with lightened candles, so you 

can enjoy unique gourmet tastes accompanied by an exquisite wine. All that while enjoying 

the view of Caldera. 

And to come to the precious details, the suites can host from 2 to 5 persons, while the 

service list can satisfy even the most demanding guests, as it includes a traditional yet fully 

equipped kitchen, mini bar, electronic safe, independent air-conditioning, flat screen 

satellite TV, CD and DVD player, fast internet access, fluffy towels for the pool and the beach 

and of course Korres amenities. 

Dare to experience this, at least once in your lifetime. Because Dreaming is just the 

beginning! 

For more information contact us via: marketing@aquavistahotels.com 
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